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International Basketball Arena is designed with the intent and purpose in order to facilitate the activities of basketball in the city of Makassar. In addition to the facilities devoted to sports of basketball, the object of this Final Project can also accommodate other activities with the provision of supporting facilities of a general purpose. So that the resulting design is a sports complex with international basketball arena as the main object which is equipped with other supporting facilities that will be able to bring comfort to the user object design.

The expected goals from this Final Project design is to increase the public interest in the sport of basketball that is growing rapidly today.

Selection of the theme of COLLABORATION for the Final Project object design with PHILOSOPHY OF SYMBIOSIS approach relates to the desire to make the International Basketball Arena that is designed to have the uniqueness in architectural terms with the inclusion of local art and culture that has existed since the first into a modern form and dynamically according to the nature of the sport itself.
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